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Abstract
A new approach to printing process control is presented. Innovative methods for man-
ufacturing process control will be developed, using techniques which have previously
been exclusively applied in classical and modern control theory.
This thesis develops a model for the fluid motion induced during the printing
operation, and describes appropriate techniques for in-situ process monitoring. A
model in which measureable quantities and actuated signals were linearly related to
unknown parameters was derived. These parameters reflected the properties of the
solder paste and were estimated in real time using recursive least squares algorithms.
Results of the estimation are presented for a linear and nonlinear model.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The development of surface mount microelectronic devices (SMDs) was the electronic
industry's solution to consumer demands for highly reliable packages with improved
performance, increased functionality, and decreased size. Recent advances, such as
the production of devices with as many as 500 leads and pitches as small as 0.3 mm
has furthermore forced the industry to devise and improve certain surface mount
assembly processes. For instance, many chip placement machines currently perform
the pick and place operation at a rate of over ten components per second; while sol-
dering methods have evolved from wave to reflow technology, permitting thermally
sensitive components with complex lead geometries to be soldered with fewer defects
and improved electrical characteristics [1]. However, unlike placement, reflow, and
many other processes, where the technology used for surface mount assembly has
matched or surpassed demands for high performance and reliability, the application
of solder paste via stencil printing has remained a rudimentary procedure. Although
proper paste deposits alone cannot guarantee defect-free solder joints, the application
of paste with sufficient pad coverage, uniform height, and favorable slumping char-
acteristics is a necessary condition. Stencil printing is the first of many processes in
SMD assembly where enhanced process control techniques will aid in the avoidance
of defects such as bridges, solder balls, and voids.
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1.2 Quality of Solder Joints
Since the quality of solder joints is a function of the interactions among solder paste,
manufacturing equipment, and the environment, numerous studies have focused on
characterizing the physical behavior of paste and how its properties affect printability
and solderability [2], [3], [4]. Most of these efforts have relied on off-line experimental
methods for process optimization, employing techniques such as the Taguchi method
and full factorial experiments [5], [6]. Although these approaches have helped improve
certain operations, they do not completely resolve or address many assembly issues.
The primary reason that these methods are unsatisfactory, is that paste properties
vary during assembly processes. Solder paste solvents evaporate as a function of
time, temperature, and humidity, causing oxidation and other unfavorable conditions.
Furthermore, mechanical properties, such as viscosity and elasticity, change with
exposure to the environment as well as with the amount of work applied to the paste,
e.g. squeegee speed and duration of print. These changes to the paste adversely affect
joint quality and frequently require adjustment of assembly equipment to maintain
product quality and throughput at tolerable levels. The retuning procedure is time
consuming, costly, and requires human expertise. New methods must be devised
for in-situ material characterization for the purposes of closed loop control. Control
actions should occur dynamically is accordance with measurements which characterize
real time changes to material properties, rather than occurring on an ad-hoc run-by-
run basis. Not only will real time monitoring and closed loop control lead to improved
process performance and product quality, but will also minimize time required for post
process inspection, since feedback is also achieved through in-situ sensor signals.
1.3 Material Estimation for Improved Joint Qual-
ity
On-line material characterization is crucial if appropriate control actions are to be
performed. However, the relevant material properties must be identified for particular
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processes. For example, identification of the viscoelastic properties of the paste are
necessary to determine printing parameters such as squeegee speed, angle, downward
force, and snap-off; while chemical, thermal, and electrical characteristics may be
more relevant for control of reflow temperature profiles. There is certainly a coupling
among the mechanical, chemical, and electrical properties, and any one property does
not necessarily define the state of the paste for all assembly processes.
Until recently, no research had been conducted in the field of on-line monitoring
of paste properties. The most relevant study explored the application of impedance
spectroscopy [7], [8]. This technique measures the electrical frequency response of
solder paste by applying an oscillating voltage and measuring the corresponding cur-
rent. In [7], [8] an equivalent circuit model of the paste was derived from experiments,
and the values of various capacitances and resistances were determined and correlated
to physical properties and phenomena occurring within the paste. Since electrodes
are placed on a test pad on the printed circuit board, electrical impedance can be
measured throughout the entire assembly process. However, [8] noted that electrode
capacitance, electric field fringing, and surface effects make the measurements geom-
etry dependent. Furthermore, measurements require consistent volumes of paste to
be deposited onto the electrodes, which is one of the problems associated with the
printing process. It is unclear how the electrical response relates to the mechanical
and chemical behavior of the paste or how these signals can be used for process im-
provement, but nonetheless impedance spectroscopy may provide useful information
in terms of creating new SPC variables.
The fundamental deficiency in any related research to date is that there has been a
lack of understanding of the physics of the various assembly processes, and that there
have been no attempts to couple material monitoring with a model based approach
to real time process control.
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1.4 Application to Stencil Printing
As previously stated, proper paste depositions are a necessary condition for acceptable
solder joints. The focus of this research was to devise methods for on-line material
characterization during paste printing. This process possesses all of the elements
described above. Varying material properties make control difficult and time con-
suming, human expertise is required to operate the equipment and diagnose faults,
and off-line experimental methods are currently relied upon for proper paste selection
and tuning of the printing parameters. This approach to control and optimization
alone is inadequate. Through modeling of the printing process as well as innovative
measurement and actuation techniques, real time process monitoring can be achieved.
Based on a model for the fluid motion during printing, a printing machine was instru-
mented with a two degree-of-freedom load cell which acquired in-situ force signals,
describing the fundamental physics of the printing process and material properties.
Chapter 2 briefly describes the printing process and discusses the fluid behavior of
solder paste. The fluid mechanics of the flow induced at the squeegee/stencil interface
is explored in Chapter 3, and a similarity solution developed by Taylor [9], [10] is
proposed for Newtonian flow. Analytical results for the streamline function, pressure,
and shear rate distribution are calculated and compared to results obtained by [11]
and [12]. Chapter 3 also includes a discussion of non-Newtonian corner flow. Based
on the analysis in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 develops a model which includes friction,
contact, and hydrodynamic forces. From preliminary results, an empirical non-linear
is developed. An explanation of the monitoring algorithm is given in Chapter 5, along
with estimation results for the linear and nonlinear models. Concluding remarks are
contained in Chapter 6 and future endeavors are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Stencil Printing and Paste
Properties
Obtaining uniform paste deposits require accurate machine control and many appro-
priate design decisions, including paste and squeegee selection, stencil design, and
operating set points of the printing machinery. Since there exists a plethora of rele-
vant factors and the complex interactions among these factors is not well understood,
modeling of the printing process is difficult. However, without some degree of model-
ing, whether complex analytical expressions or empirically derived parametric models,
superior control of the printing process cannot be achieved.
Many studies in the field, notably [13]-[18], have attempted to describe the paste
deposition process in a set of all encompassing equations. Although, these inves-
tigations have explained some of the mechanisms involved in paste printing, their
approaches have not led to solutions which are altogether useful for material moni-
toring and control. For tractability of modeling, the process should be divided into
logical subprocesses. Neglecting procedures such as PCB loading and registration,
the printing operation can be divided into the following operations.
1. Gross paste flow by squeegee motion.
2. Flow into stencil apertures.
3. Paste transfer by stencil release.
12
Gross paste motion is the motion of the paste in front of the squeegee during the
printing operation. This motion is frequently referred to as the "rolling" of the paste
bead. Study of the gross paste flow by virtue of squeegee motion is critical, since
the generated hydrodynamic pressures will partially determine how paste fills stencil
apertures. Other factors which dictate how paste flows into stencil openings include
material properties, as well as aperture dimension, orientation, and wall roughness.
The release of the paste onto the substrate is dominated by adhesion to aperture walls
and copper footpads, as well as fluid surface effects during transfer. As a first step
in understanding this complex process, primary attention has been directed toward
modeling of the gross fluid motion, since sensor signals from this motion can readily
describe material properties and physical phenomena occurring during the process.
2.1 Paste Characterization
Solder paste is a suspension of solder powder in a flux binder, containing additional
additives to tailor certain characteristics, such as the ability of the paste to retain its
shape, adhere to the substrate, and resist oxidation [19]. [6] indicated that selection
of the paste largely depends on the pitch of the devices to be printed. Factors which
influence the selection of a particular paste include the metallurgical composition,
solids content, size and shape of the solder powder, and heological characteristics,
[20]. Ultimately, solderability of the paste is of concern. Joints must be produced
with high conductivity and resistance to thermal fatigue and corrosion. Solderability
is clearly a function of the type of solder used, but the quality of joints also depends
on the soldering and application processes.
For paste printing, the most relevant rheological properties of the solder paste is
its resistance to flow under an applied stress and its ability to retain its shape after
stencil release. The resistance to fluid flow under an applied load is measured by
the viscosity, while the ability of the flux binder to suspend the solder particles and
retain its shape is governed by the fluid's elastic properties. The elastic properties
of the fluid are important in small amplitude motions and high frequency excitation,
13
but the paste's viscous properties are the dominant factors for rolling motion. For
this reason, elastic effects were neglected and the paste was treated only as a viscous
fluid.
For a special type of fluid, called a Newtonian fluid, the stress tensor, r, is pro-
portional to the rate of strain tensor, , and is given by,
= Hji (2.1)
where the viscosity p, is the constant of proportionality. Analytical solutions to many
Newtonian viscous flow problems with various boundary conditions can be derived.
Unfortunately, solder paste exhibits non-Newtonian behavior; that is, the stress in the
fluid is a nonlinear function of the rate of strain. For such fluids, the viscosity is often
described by either the apparent viscosity, Cp, or the differential viscosity, a, where
the apparent viscosity is the ratio of the stress to strain rate, and the differential
viscosity is the instantaneous slope relating r and . For flows where the viscosity is
a function of rate of shear, the relation describing the stress and the shear rate can
be written as
r = (4)'j (2.2)
where L(-) emphasizes that the viscosity for this flow is a function of the rate of strain.
Although the concept of generalized Newtonian flow is useful in describing certain
fluid behavior, [21] noted that this description is limited because it cannot explain
time dependent phenomena associated with viscoelasticity. Nonetheless, empirical
relationships have been established relating the shear and strain rate for many flow
problems.
The non-Newtonian characteristics of solder paste can be described by the follow-
ing power law relation for viscosity,
P(m) = k ( "-1) (2.3)
Here k is a measure of the thickness of the fluid and the exponent n is a measure
14
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Figure 2-1: Stress and shear rate curves for solder paste.
of the non-Newtonian characteristics. For n = 1, the fluid equation collapses to the
Newtonian relation in Equation 2.1. Typically, for high strain rates, n approaches
unity, and over this range the fluid can be described by Equation 2.1, with the in-
clusion of an intercept term. Data acquired from a Brookfield rotational viscometer
in Figure 2-1 displays the non-Newtonian characteristics of two types of solder paste
as indicated. Shear was measured as the percent of the motor torque, and shear rate
as spindle rpm. Tests were conducted using a Brookfield DVII+ viscometer with RV
spindle number 7. The non-Newtonian flow behavior will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Another property of the solder paste which makes analysis difficult, is that the
fluid displays time dependent behavior, referred to as thixotropic behavior. The term
thizotropic is used generically to describe any time dependent variation of the paste
properties. For a thixotropic fluid, the time of applied shear will alter the apparent
viscosity of the paste. This phenomenon, called shear thinning, is most similar to work
hardening or softening frequently encountered in fatigue tests of metal specimens. If
a thixotropic fluid undergoes constant shear rate, the apparent viscosity will vary
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Figure 2-2: Viscosity decreases with time for a given rate of shear.
with time, as shown in Figure 2-2.
Thixotropic fluids generally reach an equilibrium viscosity yoo, which is attributed
to the equalization of fluid breakdown with reformation and the alignment of fluid
particles from an initial random state to a final state aligned with the direction of
flow [22]. As a time dependent description, thixotropy characterizes the dynamic
behavior of the fluid. If we consider a shear rate as a step input to the fluid, a certain
amount of time is required for the apparent viscosity to reach its steady state value,
at which point the fluid particles are aligned with the direction of flow. Further time
dependent characteristics include stress relaxation, a phenomenon associated with
the elastic properties of the fluid and is most relevant in characterizing the slumping
properties of the paste.
Since our purpose is to deposit solder paste precisely by controlling process pa-
rameters, such as hydrodynamic pressure and flow rate, determination of the paste's
mechanical properties as a function of shear rate, time, temperature, and humidity
is not our primary goal. Rather, mechanical properties should be estimated directly
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from measurements so that the printing equipment can either automatically com-
pensate for variations by modulating printing parameters, such as squeegee speed
and angle, or simply notify an operator of the material property drifts. The non-
Newtonian thixotropic behavior makes a closed form analytical solution impossible
for the squeegee/stencil geometry; however, model based closed loop control should
be able to cope with the nonlinear dynamic behavior of the fluid.
Although closed loop control can deal with nonlinear time variant properties of
the paste, the nature of the process imposes certain limitations. One limiting factor
in paste deposition is the size of the solder particles. Pad dimensions of new SMDs
are approaching the characteristic size of the particles, which limits, to an extent, the
ability to deposit a consistent amount of paste at the desired thickness and uniformity.
This is of concern, since the underlying assumption in all fluid solutions in that the
fluid can be treated as a continuum. For macroscopic motion, like squeegee motion
and corner flows, this is not an issue, but question remains as to what extent flow into
the stencil apertures can be treated as motion of continuous fluid. For printing, the
macroscopic phenomena are approaching the microscopic description of the fluid. One
solution might consider decreasing the size of the paste particles. However, decreased
particle size increases the surface area to volume ratio, which causes more oxidation
per unit volume of paste, degrading solderability properties. To make the problem
tractable, these microscopic effects have not yet been considered, although this type
of flow phenomenon will be explored in future work.
17
Chapter 3
Fluid Mechanics of Printing and
Corner Flows
The flow of solder paste into stencil apertures is induced by the hydrodynamic pressure
developed at the squeegee tip by virtue of the squeegee motion. This pressure is the
driving force for pumping the paste into stencil apertures. Not only will paste motion
be affected by the tip pressure, but will also be a function of the paste viscosity, stencil
wall roughness, aperture dimension, orientation, and operating conditions. Note that
the stencil pattern is a priori information and nominal wall roughness is dictated
by the manufacturing method. These issues, however, pertain to the microflow of
paste into the stencil apertures. It is essential to first determine how squeegee motion
induces a hydrodynamic pressure and how the height of the paste is related to this
pressure and other machine variables. Ultimately, if fluid pressure at the squeegee
tip can be controlled, the paste flowrate into the apertures, hence the height and
uniformity of deposits, can be controlled. Furthermore since paste properties vary
with machine inputs, environmental factors, and time, they must be estimated on-
line to achieve superior process control.
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3.1 Equations for Stokes' Flow
Despite data obtained from the Brookfield viscometer in Figure 2-1, for simplicity, the
first assumption in deriving a model for the flow generated by the squeegee motion
is that solder paste is Newtonian, i.e. = constant. Considering this, and using the
fact that the paste is an incompressible fluid,
V v=O (3.1)
a momentum balance on the moving fluid yields the well known Navier-Stokes equa-
tion,
P( + v. Vv = -Vp + tp'v + pG (3.2)
For the squeegee/stencil geometry it is convenient to define a cylindrical coordinate
system, as shown on Figure 3-1, in which case the V operator becomes,
V = ar + rae a + azz z (3.3)
Assuming steady state plane polar flow, and ignoring the body forces pG, the 2D
fluid equations of motion in the r and 0 directions become,
\ Or re rO r
Or O a_ r2 
r ar2 r02 r2 r2 2
-l-p 2v+ 1 e a21 ,1 . v  Ov,
-[ -- + - (3.5)
The general solution to Equations 3.4 and 3.5 cannot be easily obtained unless certain
terms in the equations can be neglected. Since fluid viscosity will be of the same
order as squeegee speed, 0( 1 J), we will assume that inertial effects, v Vv, will be
negligible compared to the viscous effects, pV 2v. For this case, all of the terms on
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Figure 3-1: Cylindrical and cartesian coordinate axes
the left hand side of Equations 3.4 and 3.5 will be zero.
+[ar2 + (O ar r2 62 
+ [ vr2 ( O  1 (0 a t2 )+/ 2 r Or ~ r2 062)
Vr
r 2
r2
2 v(a] =0
r2(ai)]
(3.6)
(3.7)
By introducing the stream function ?b = b(r, 6) such that,
r 06
Or
(3.8)
(3.9)
mass continuity of Equation 3.1 is automatically satisfied. Substituting Equation 3.8
and 3.9 into Equations 3.6 and 3.7, differentiating with respect to r and 6 respectively
and summing the two equations to eliminate the pressure term, the general equation
for steady incompressible creeping flow [23], often called Stokes' flow, can expressed
20
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r 08
as a single equation given by
V 4 i(r,0) = 0 (3.10)
This equation is called the biharmonic equation and often appears in elasticity theory.
The goal is to find a solution to this 4 th order partial differential equation which
satisfies the boundary conditions imposed by the squeegee/stencil geometry. The
following list summarizes the assumptions in obtaining the biharmonic equation.
1. The fluid in Newtonian.
2. Inertial effects are ignored, viscous effects dominate.
3. Flow is contained in the plane defined by r and 0.
4. The flow is in steady state.
5. Body forces are neglected.
3.1.1 Corner Flow Solution
By the method of separation of variables [24], a solution to the biharmonic equation
can be written as
b = r"fx(() (3.11)
where A is any real or complex number and r is the distance from the corner of the
squeegee and stencil. For the viscous creeping solution to be valid the ratio of the
inertial effects, pv Vv to viscous effects, uV 2v in Equation 3.2 should be much
smaller than unity. From the separated solution (Equation 3.11), [25] argued that
the inertial term is negligible provided
ArP+l
R = << 1 (3.12)
where R is the Reynolds number, A is a nondimensional constant, p is 3?(A - 1),
and v is the kinematic viscosity v = i/p. For R(A) < 1, the velocity is unbounded
at r = 0, hence the inertial forces cannot be ignored as the fluid tends towards the
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origin. But for R(A) > 1, inertial forces are negligible as r approaches zero. (For a
discussion of the effects of inertia at a corner, see [26].) For the problem of corner
flow when a nonzero velocity is prescribed on one of the bounding surfaces, [9] used
A = 1 (Newtonian case). This solution is applicable to the corner flow of solder paste
as the squeegee moves along the stencil. The stream function, ,p(r, 0), for Stokes' flow
in a corner is given by,
0(r, 9) = rU(B sin 0 + CO cos 0 + DO sin 0) (3.13)
where U is the speed of the scraping surface, in our case denoted by Vgq. The nonho-
mogeneous boundary conditions are
=, 9 = U at = 
, =0, =O atO=a (3.14)
where a is the angle of inclination of the squeegee with the horizontal plane. The
,p(r, 0) = 0 conditions state that the there is no fluid flow relative to the bounding
surfaces at the bounding surfaces; and that the no-slip condition states that the fluid
velocity is zero at the squeegee surface, and -U at the horizontal plane. With these
conditions, the constants B, C, and D are given by
a C2 sin2 a a - sin a cos a
a2 - sin2 a' C a 2 - sin2 a D a 2 - sin2 a(3.15)
Figure 3-2 and 3-3 show the streamlines for squeegee angles a of 4 and .
3.1.2 Velocities, Strain Rates, and Stresses
The streamline function is significant because velocity, strain rate, and stress dis-
tributions can be determined directly by substitution into the equations of motion.
Furthermore, the stresses can be integrated to give the forces acting on the squeegee
face, which is significant since these forces can be the primary measurements used for
real-time process monitoring. When included into a model which accounts for friction
22
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and contact forces, the in-situ force measurements can be exploited to describe the
hydrodynamics of the paste motion and provide information relevant to the current
state of the solder paste.
The radial and theta components of the velocity are readily calculated using Equa-
tions 3.8 and 3.9,
,. = -V,, (Bcos + C(cos - 0 sin ) + D(sin 0 + O cos 0))
v = Vq(Bsin9 + COcosO + DOsinO) (3.16)
The magnitude of the rate of strain, j, is calculated from the second invariant of the
strain rate tensor by the relation,
j= l -Ii (3.17)
where IL = trS2. For the case of plane polar shear flow, the second invariant of the
strain rate tensor is simply,
1 0 0
IIj, = 4?tr 0 1 0 = 24,, (3.18)
0 0 0
Therefore, the magnitude of the rate of strain is simply the r, 0 shear component of
the tensor, as to be expected in this type of flow. In plane polar coordinates the shear
rate is given by,
4Pre=o r a (V@) + 1 OV (3.19)
r 00
By direct substitution of Equation 3.16 into Equation 3.19, the shear rate for the
forced corner flow is obtained and given by,
2V(
fr = aq (C sin 0 - D cos ) (3.20)r
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Since we are dealing with a Newtonian fluid, the shear stress, , is given by,
r = j7, =/ 2V q (C sin - Dcos 0) (3.21)r
The pressure distribution is obtained by substitution and integration of the velocities
of Equation 3.16, into Equation 3.6 and Equation 3.7, given by the relationship,
Pr = P = (D sin + C cos 8) (3.22)r
Contours of constant stress and shear are shown in Figures 3-4 and 3-5 for squeegee
angles of ac = and ' . The broken line represents contours of constant pressure,
while the solid line represents contours of constant shear. This data was generated
using unity values for squeegee velocity and viscosity. Note that when using a value
of 1 Pa s for viscosity, the shear and shear rate are identical.
Another study of the shear rates induced during rolling motion was conducted
by 12], but in the analysis, it was assumed that the fluid motion was only one di-
mensional. For distances along the bounding surfaces and distant from the corner,
numerical values for the shear rates are reasonably close to the exact values calculated
from Equation 3.20 and shown in Figure 3-4. However, at the squeegee/stencil inter-
face, where the shear rate approaches the singularity and curvature effects dominate
the flow pattern, results from [12] are incorrect.
As a similarity solution, the above analysis assumed an infinite amount of fluid in
front of the squeegee. An investigation of a finite amount of paste has been conducted
by [11]. In this study, the free surface of the rolling paste and a more complex
geometry was used, which included the bounding surface of the squeegee holder. With
the introduction of these complexities, the solution to the Navier-Stokes equations was
calculated numerically. Interestingly, despite the additional boundary conditions and
the free surface of the paste, numerical values of the shear rate and pressure are in
close agreement with the values obtained by Equations 3.21 and 3.22. To an extent,
this was to be expected, since Equations 3.21 and 3.22 show that the stresses decrease
as 1 from the squeegee tip, and occurances far from the origin have neglegible effect.
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This suggests that the volume of paste in front of the squeegee has little effect on the
hydrodynamic pressures.
3.2 A Note About Printing Control
Ultimately, the height of the printed deposit is of interest. Paste height can be
controlled by modulating machine settings in accordance with changes in the fluid
characteristics. It is of interest to determine the sensitivity of hydrodynamic pressure
to changes in control signals.
[13] and [1.4] applied a continuity equation in time to a volume of paste being
deposited into the substrate. In their analysis, it was shown that the height of the
paste, hp, is related to the height of the stencil, ht by the relation,
hp = hat ( + VP (3.23)
where Vp is the velocity of the paste underneath the squeegee and Vq is the squeegee
speed, as usual. This relationship suggests that controlling the pressure by modulat-
ing the squeegee velocity alone may be insufficient, if Vp is a linear function of Vq.
However, the pressure can also be controlled by changing the squeegee angle. An
analysis of the sensitivities of pressure to angle and squeegee speed will demonstrate
the importance of dynamic control of the squeegee angle.
By inspection of Equation 3.21 and Equation 3.22, the changes in the stresses
with respect to changes in squeegee speed are given by,
A, = 2 Vaq ( asina2 AV (3.24)
r a -sin a
Aro = 2V8 (sin a - a cos ) AVq (3.25)
r a 2 - sin' a
Numerically, the result is that an incremental change in the squeegee speed causes
the same incremental change in the fluid stresses. However, this is not necessarily
true for the squeegee angle a, due to the nonlinear dependence. By evaluating the
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expressions for pressure and shear at the squeegee and differentiating with respect to
a, the following relationships are established for the sensitvities,
p, Aa
Oa
2 ILV,, sin a + acos a (2a sin a)(a - cos a sina) A (3.26)
r a 2 - sin 2 a (a2 -sin 2 a)2
Ar,. = - Aa
r2Vq ( a sin 2 a ( -a cos a)(a -cos a sin a) (3.27)
r a2 -sin a (a 2 -sin 2 a) 2
Evaluating Equations 3.26 and 3.27 for a 10% decrease in squeegee angle from 450
to 40.50 gives a a 20% increase in stress and 14% increase in shear. These results
illustrate the utility of dynamic angle control. Fluid stresses can be controlled with-
out changing squeegee velocity, however pressure control by angle actuation may be
difficut since these stresses are nonlinear with a.
3.3 Extension to Generalized Newtonian Corner
Flow
Recent research in the area of forced corner flows for non-Newtonian fluids has concen-
trated on applications for polymer processing, where secondary flows and instabilities
due to stationary corners are caused in the viscoelactic fluids [27]. These flow situa-
tions arise when fluid encounters a constriction in a pipe or exits into a reservoir or
other transport mechanisms [28], [29]. The solutions for these types of corner flows are
numerical and satisfy homogeneous boundary conditions, unlike the squeegee/stencil
geometry, in which nonhomogeneous boundary conditions are prescribed. Nonethe-
less, the technique for solving generalized Newtonian corner flow for both situations
is identical and is of academic interest.
The key idea in solving the corner flow problem for non-Newtonian fluids is the
assumption that the streamline function can be expressed as a separated series ex-
pansion given by,
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b(r,0)= E R (Akrh fk(9)) (3.28)
k=i
where
A0 < R(Aj) < R(A2)... (3.29)
As r approaches the origin, only the term associated with the first eigenvalue will
appear in the solution. By differentiating Equation 3.28 to obtain the velocities, the
strin rate tensor can be calculated by ' = Vv + Vvt, where Vvt is the transpose of
the dyadic Vv.
The stresses can then be computed using a power law relation. Using this result,
[30] obtained a 4 th order ordinary differential equation for f(O). Solutions for the
streamline function were calculated numerically using a shooting method for flow
about a stationary corner. Numerical solution to corner flows with nonhomogeneous
boundary conditions was considered by [31], but could not be found due to numerical
instabilities. Currently, numerical solution to the corner flow problem of a power law
fluid with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions is being investigated. Hopefully, the
numerical instabilities encountered by [31] can be overcome.
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Chapter 4
Squeegee Modeling and
Experimental Verification
Up to this point, we have concentrated our attention to the development of a solution
for the stress distribution generated within the solder paste during printing. Since
obtaining a closed form analytical solution for the streamline function was impossible
for non-Newtonian corner flows, the problem was simplified by assuming Newtonian
flow. For this particular case, the streamline function for corner flow with nonhomo-
geneous boundary conditions was determined by [10].
Although fluid solutions of this sort alone are intriguing, they must be incorpo-
rated into a more comprehensive model of the printing process if real time process
estimation and control is to be achieved. This chapter extends the discussion of
the mechanics of solder paste flow, and applies the results obtained in Chapter 3 to a
model containing additional forces acting on the squeegee during printing. By includ-
ing friction and contact forces, the connection is made between the fluid dynamics of
corner flow and in-situ measurements for process monitoring. Experimental results
are contained within this chapter and are compared to the analytically derived linear
model. A nonlinear empirical model relating machine paramters, measurements, and
process variables is then proposed.
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4.1 Squeegee forces
The previous chapter used the streamline function developed by Taylor to obtain
the shear and normal stresses in the fluid as a function of fluid viscosity t, squeegee
velocity Vsq, and angle of inclination a. By evaluating the stresses along the squeegee
face, the stresses can be resolved in convenient directions, and integrated to yield
the forces which are generated by the paste motion. The stresses per unit length
of squeegee in the r and directions given by Equations 3.21and 3.22 can easily be
evaluated along the squeegee by letting = a. For convenience, these stresses are
resolved in the x and y directions as defined in Figure 3-1,
p 2,,V. / sm2c 0'-
r \a -sin2 a (4.1)
pg = 2M a (a-sinaa (4.2)
To obtain the fluid forces acting on the squeegee, these pressures must be integrated
over the area of fluid contact. Unfortunately, the singularity at the origin causes
the forces to become unbounded. However, a more realistic model recognizes that the
dimension of the corner at the squeegee/stencil interface will never be zero, but rather
will be a characteristic size of any edge defects or thickness of a lubrication film as
shown in Figure 4-1. The lubricating film consists of flux binder, while the bulk flow
of paste particles and its constituents are still governed by the Taylor solution. This
notion of lubrication does not disturb the fluid pattern calculated by the streamline
function, but rather is used as a conceptual tool to avoid the unrealistic case of
infinite fluid forces at the origin. The fluid pressures of Equation 4.1 and 4.2, can
be integrated from this characteristic length, denoted by a, to the point where the
solder paste separates and rolls, distance L, to yield the hydrodynamic forces per unit
length in the z and y directions,
Fhyd. = L P.dr
2LV.q ( a2 - sin2 a ) (4.3)
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Figure 4-1: Thin film lubrication during printing.
Fayd,= Pydr
2Vq ( a - sin acosa)(n L) (4.4)
a2 - sin2 a a
The term In (L) which resulted from the integration is significant because it suggests
that the volume of paste has negligible effect of the forces generated by the paste
motion. By considering Fhyd oc In (L), the change in force due to a change the the
volume of paste can be written as,
AF (L/a) = ()A = -A ( (4.5)
Since a is a characteristic size of the lubricating flux or squeegee edge defects, O(pm),
the ratio < I. The negligible effect of volume on generation of the fluid forces is
in agreement with the numerical results obtained by [11]. The consequence of this
result is that the fluid properties can be estimated on-line without precise knowledge
of solder volume.
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Figure 4-2: Forces acting on the squeegee during printing
Other work in evaluating the pressures and forces induced during printing has
been conducted by [13], [14], and [15]. [13] included non-Newtonian behavior in their
analysis, but their solutions were too complex for use in any control or estimation
scheme. Their equations rely on parameters which can neither be measured directly
nor estimated indirectly, and any solution for pressures, velocities, or deformation is
an iterative procedure. Huner's discussion [15] of the pressure forces was based on
the equations pertinent to lubrication theory. In that analysis, single dimensional
Navier-Stokes equations were used. Because of this, his analysis is only valid for a
Newtonian fluid flowing beneath a squeegee with extremely small angles. His analysis
is inappropriate for describing the rolling motion of the paste. The Taylor solution
remains the most suitable solution for describing the fluid flow at the squeegee/stencil
interface.
The hydrodynamic forces, however, are not the only forces which act on the
squeegee during printing. Additional expressions for friction and contact must be
included in the model. These forces are illustrated in Figure 4-2. A simple force
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balance for this system establishes the following relationships,
F2 = Ff,ioti. + Fhyd. (4.6)
Fy = Fontact + Fhyd, (4.7)
where Fhyd. and Fhyd, are given by Equations 4.3 and 4.4 and the frictional force is
modeled as
Ffiction = r7Fcontact (4.8)
Solving for Fcmtact in Equation 4.7, substituting into Equation 4.8 and rearranging
terms, the following expression is obtained for the total force acting on the x direction
opposing squeegee motion,
F ,= (F - Fhyd4) + Fhyd. (4.9)
By grouping terms and using the previously derived expressions for the hydrodynamic
forces, F, can be written as
F. = aiVqfi(a) + a2V,qf2(a) + a3F, (4.10)
where a = 2ln (a), a2 -2t7,ln (), a3 = , and f(a) and f 2(a) are the
nonlinear functions appearing in the equations for the hydrodynamic stresses. This
result is useful since measurable quantities and machine inputs, such as angle of
inclination, squeegee speed, and downward force, are linearly related by parameters
which are relevant to the paste and squeegee/stencil properties. By measuring the
forces acting on the squeegee in the and y directions, estimation algorithms can
be applied to determine the values of the parameters in Equation 4.10 in real time.
The linearity is beneficial since parameter estimation techniques for linear systems
have the desirable property of rapid convergence, making their implementation in an
on-line environment ideal.
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4.2 Hardware
It is evident that determination of the hydrodynamic pressures and estimation the
fluid viscosity and friction coefficient requires measurement of squeegee forces. A two
degree-of-freedom force sensor was constructed and placed on the squeegee assembly
of an MPM SP200 semi-automatic paste printer for this purpose. Also, signals from
a rotary potentiometer encoder were acquired to obtain the squeegee velocity. Due to
hardware limitations, the squeegee angle was fixed at 450° . The print head assembly
with the 2-dof load cell is as shown in Figure 4-3.
The print head assembly was driven by the ram at point (G) from compressed
air on oil cylinders. Squeegee velocity was measured by the rotary potentiometer
encoder at (H), while the y direction force was measured by strain gauges at (C),
and the direction force was measured by strain gauges at (B). The strain gauges
at both locations were arranged in a full bridge pattern to eliminate temperature
effects, and the signals were filtered and amplified using low noise, low bias current
instrumentation amplifiers. Data was collected using a Dell 386 computer equipped
with a National Instruments AT-MIO-16 data acquisition board. Additional circuitry
included various relays and digital triggers to actuate the print cycle and to begin
and end data collection automatically.
4.3 Model Verification
The first assumption that the fluid was Newtonian was tested by measuring the
average x component of force Fz, as a function of the squeegee velocity for an entire
print cycle. Clearly, if the solder paste could be described as a Newtonian fluid,
F, would be directly proportional to the squeegee speed, V,,. That is, for all shear
rates encountered in this type of flow, the constant of proportionality would be the
viscosity of the fluid. The force/speed behavior is as shown in Figure 4-4. Each point
in Figure 4-4 plot is the average force at a specified velocity for an entire print cycle.
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Figure 4-3: MPM SP200 Print head assembly, equipped with a rotary potentiometer
encoder to measure squeegee speed (H), and strain gauges at (B) and (C) to measure
the x and y components of force.
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Figure 4-4: Measurements from the printing machine show the non-Newtonian char-
acteristics of the solder paste. Note that the curve is approximately linear in the
machine operating region (3 to 9 ').
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The most notable result is that the force/velocity behavior is not linear, but rather
displays the same nonlinear behavior of shear rate for a power law fluid. This is to
be expected, as shear rates in the paste are smaller for low squeegee velocities than
the rates at higher speeds. Since the force measurements are in essence capturing
the integrated shear rates, the "viscosity" of the fluid at slower squeegee speeds is
larger than the "viscosity" of the fluid at higher speeds. Furthermore, because it has
been established that pressures dominate the measurements at the squeegee tip, the
viscosity of the fluid within this region of highest shear rates are mostly reflected
in the force measurements. The significant result is that although the viscosity is a
function of the squeegee speed, the force/velocity behavior is relatively constant over
the working range (3 to 9 ) of most machines in production. This suggests that for
the ranges of shear rates generated by the squeegee motion in this region, the fluid
can be characterized by a constant of proportionality. For convenience, this constant
is still called viscosity, but will be denoted by fX to emphasize that this number is a
value corresponding to the viscosity of integrated shear rates for a particular squeegee
speed. Note that even if the working range of squeegee speeds were to include regions
with more pronounced nonlinear behavior, a piecewise linear approximation would
still yield meaningful results.
An assumption in deriving expressions for the fluid forces was to integrate the
pressures from a small distance away from the tip to avoid the singularity. The
result of this indicated that the volume of paste has negligible influence on the fluid
pressures. Data was gathered by removing a given quantity of paste for each print
cycle. Initially, a paste bead with L l1cm was tested. For subsequent print cycles,
the volume was decreased by approximately . No noticeable change of the force
measurements was observed. The benefit of this result is that the material properties
can be estimated without a priori knowledge of the paste volume. However, this also
indicates that a loss in material volume cannot be detected by the force measurements.
Measurement of paste volume is an important criteria in the printing operation, since
enough material must be present to properly print stencil patterns.
Another test measured the importance of the normal force Fy. For F ranging
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from 10 to 20 lbs, F, did not vary significantly, indicating that the friction force was
negligible compared to the hydrodynamic force generated by squeegee motion. A
constant squeegee speed was used for these tests to ensure that the fluid forces would
not affect the results. The results were consistent with our assumption which avoided
the singularity in obtaining the hydrodynamic forces by claiming that a thin film
would lubricate the stencil, hence decreasing any friction considerably. This should
not suggest that force measurements in the y direction are unimportant, since this
information is still required for closed loop control of squeegee downward force.
The force sensors had to be sensitive enough to detect changes of the paste proper-
ties due to shear thinning and solvent evaporation if on-line material monitoring was
to be useful. The thixotropic behavior was observed during operation of the printing
machine over a long duration as shown in Figure 4-5. Despite the noise of the force
sensor readings, shear thinning was observed. Each line in Figure 4-5 represents one
print cycle. For 20 prints, the measured F_ decreased by approximately 15 percent.
The initial negative force occurs when the squeegee is lowered to the surface of the
stencil. The squeegee tip pivots in the direction opposite that of travel before print-
ing. In that configuration, the force is compressive. When the squeegee assembly
begins moving, the tip immediately pivots in the direction of motion, resulting in a
positive tensile state. When the static friction is overcome and the entire squeegee
tip begins to move with the assembly, the measured force is that force generated by
friction and rolling motion of the paste. Average force values from Figure 4-5 versus
print cycle are shown in Figure 4-6.
4.4 An Empirically Derived Nonlinear Model
Simple experiments demonstrated that many of the assumptions in obtaining the
linear model for the fluid motion and squeegee forces were valid. The friction force was
found to be negligible due to thin film lubrication, paste volume did not contribute to
measured forces, and the force sensors had sufficient resolution to observe changes in
paste viscosity over time. However, non-Newtonian behavior of the paste was observed
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Figure 4-5: Each line represents a print cycle. Due to the thixotropic properties, the
viscosity decreases towards a steady state value after approximately 20 cycles.
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in the experiments which measured the force/velocity characteristics. Although the
linear approximation is valid for small ranges of squeegee speed, a nonlinear power
law model was derived based on empirical results.
The data shown in Figure 4-4 can be fitted with a curve of the form Fz = kVn.
Assuming that the fluid forces generated by the squeegee motion can be described by
a power law expression, the linear model given by Equation 4.10 can be modified and
written in the form,
F = aVnqfi(a) + a'Vqf2(t ) + a'F, (4.11)
The constants a are the same as the ai of the linear model, except that the viscosity
pt is replaced by the constant k, which is representative of the thickness of the fluid.
The nonlinear functions fi(a) and f 2 (a) remain the same since an empirical model
of the angular dependence could not be evaluated due to hardware limitations.
The importance of both the linear and nonlinear models is that measurable signals
are related to machine parameters and other quantities which have physical signifi-
cance. When expressed is a linear form, standard parameter estimation schemes can
be applied. This is the subject of Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Estimation Technique for Process
Monitoring
In Chapter 4, a linear model of the fluid, friction, and contact forces was derived
from first principles and evaluated through a series of simple experiments. From
these experiments, the linear approximation was shown to be valid over a small op-
erating range of printing speeds. An empirically derived nonlinear model extended
the analysis to include a more general decription of the squeegee force/speed behav-
ior. In both cases, measureable quantities were related to machine settings and other
parameters. On-line estimation of these parameters is critical, since they are related
to solder paste properties and the squeegee/stencil interface. For the linear model, a
recursive least squares algorithm was directly applied to obtain estimates, while for
the nonlinear model, some algebraic manipulation was required to recast the equa-
tions in linear form so that the same algoithm could be implemented. In this chapter,
the estimation techniques are described, and experimental results of the paramter
estimation for the linear and nonlinear model are presented.
5.1 Additional Modeling
As previously mentioned, due to hardware limitations, the squeegee angle was fixed
at 45° . Because of this, experimental results could not be obtained to verify the
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expressions for fi(a) and f2 (a). For constant squeegee angles, the models in Equa-
tion 4.11 and Equation 4.10 could further be rearranged. The linear model with
constant squeegee angle can be rewritten as,
F = bVq + b2Fy + b3 (5.1)
where b = alfi(a) + a2f2(a), b2 = a3, and b3 is the intercept term of the line in the
F,, Vq plane. This intercept is a consequence of the nonlinear behavior of the solder
paste. Notice that for a Newtonian fluid, b3 = 0. Over an operating range where the
linear approximation is valid, the nonzero intercept term could be interpreted as a
yield point of the paste, while the slope of the line could be considered as the fluid
viscosity. The yield point is the minimum value of the applied stress which causes
the fluid to flow. Materials which exhibit this type of behavior are called Bingham
Plasitcs. Since the relationship in Equation 5.1 is linear in its coefficients, and any
significant variation in the parameters b, 2,3 occur over a long time scale, standard
parameter estimation techniques are appropriate for on-line estimation of material
properties. With application of this technique, solder paste and tool properties can
be estimated on-line and can track any variations to these parameters independently.
In order to apply the same estimation scheme to the nonlinear model, some math-
ematical manipulation is required. First, by grouping the fi(a) terms, the nonlinear
model of Equation 4.11 can be rewritten as,
= Vb + b F (5.2)
where b = afi(a) + a'f 2(a), b = n, and 1b = a3. The first step of the estimation
scheme is to estimate b3 for constant squeegee velocity. When the squeegee speed is
constant, Equation 5.2, collapses to the form,
F2 = constant + b3Fy (5.3)
Convergence to the constant and b3 using the least squares algorithm is rapid, since
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the algorithm only has to estimate one slope and one intercept. The friction term b is
associated with tool wear and the interface between the squeegee and stencil. Because
any variation to the friction coefficient will occur over a long time scale relative to
the time associated with any paste changes, the bFy can be treated as a constant
and moved to the left hand side of Equation 5.2 giving the following expression,
Fz - bFy = b Vb (5.4)
By taking the logorithm of both sides of Equation 5.4, the equation is recast into a
form whereby the unknown coefficients are linearly invloved with measurable signals
and machine settings.
log(F. - bFY) = b log(V.,) + log(b ) (5.5)
In this form, the least squares estimation algorithm can be applied to the nonlinear
model to obtain on-line estimates of the paste thickness, non-Newtonian behavior
(b), and friction. Note, however, that this estimation scheme is a two step process
and material estimates are obtained separately from the friction coefficient. But by
frequently repeating the two step estimation process, all unknown parameters can be
determined in real time.
The following sections will describe the details of the estimation algorithms. Ex-
perimental results for both the linear and nonlinear model are presented.
5.2 Least Squares Estimation
For systems in which measurable and other known quantities are linearly related
by unknown paramters, the least squares method provides the optimal solution for
parameter estimation. Using this method, the unknown parameters are estimated
such that the square of the error between the actual system output y(t), and estimated
system output (t), is a minimum.
The notation frequently used in textbooks on the subject of parameter estimation
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[32] would write Equation 5.1 in the form
y(t) = 01(t)0 1 + q2(t)02 + ... + On(t)O = +(t)TO (5.6)
where y(t) is the observation at time t, dn are referred to as regressors, and 0, are
unknown factors to estimate. For the linear model of the printing operation given by
Equation 5.1, y(t) = F., p1,2,3 = Vq, Fy, and 1, and the unknown parameters i = bi.
Defining V(0, t) as the sum of the squares of error by
t
V(9,t) -= C __ (5.7)
where e is given as
e(i) = y(i) - T (i)@ (5.8)
we obtain,
V(8,t) = 2 (y(i)- qT(i)0) = ETE (5.9)
i=1
where E = Y - and Y(t) = [y(l),y(2)... y(t)]T. 4 is the matrix containing
the regressor data from t = 1 to t. Since the expression for squared error V(9, t) is
quadratic, a solution which minimizes this function can be determined by completing
the square. When this operation is performed, the squared error can be written as,
2V(O,t) = yT (I- (§T)- T) y
+ (e - (T)-1 4Ty)T 4 T ( - (T 4)-1 4Ty) (5.10)
Only the second term of Equation 5.10 is a funtion of 0. Furthermore this term
is always positive. The solution, therefore, which minimizes the squared error in
Equation 5.10 is,
0 = = (T ) - ty (5.11)
Notice that the term ( 4 T$)- must be nonsingular for a solution to exist. This term
is called the covariance matriz, denoted by P(t) and represents the uncertainties of
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the estimated parameters. The expression (TA) 1 (T is called the pseudoinverse of
I. The condition that (TI)- be nonsingular is the notion of persistent excitation.
That is, to minimize the squared error between the measured output y(t) and esti-
mated output i(t) = XT, the system must be persistently excited for to converge
to the actual system parameters. Satisfaction of the excitation condition ensures that
data gathered over a broad range will lead to an optimal solution for 0, assuming the
linear model is valid.
5.2.1 Recursive Least Squares Estimation
For systems in which data is sampled and examined sequentially, techniques for up-
dating the parameters based on incoming data are useful. The least squares algorithm
can be extended to recursive computations. A benefit of the recursive method is rapid
convergence, an essential requirement if any system is to implement the estimation
scheme on-line.
An initial covariance matrix Po is chosen to represent the initial uncertainty in
the parameters i. This matrix must be positive definite and usually is chosen with
large initial diagonal entries. At time step (t+1), the estimated parameters (t + 1),
and covariance matrix P(t + 1) are updated. The recursive computations are,
0(t) = 0(t - 1) + K(t) (y(t) - q T(t)0(t - 1)) (5.12)
K(t) = P(t)4(t) (5.13)
P(t) = P(t - 1) - P(t- 1)(t) (I + qTp(t - l)+(t)) (5.14)
The algorithm is said to have converged when the elements of the covariance matrix
are a minimum. An example of how the recursive least squares algorithm operates is
shown in Figure 5-1 for a simple linear system in the presence of random noise. Note
that after approximately 40 iterations of the algorithm, 01 = i. Convergence to the
true values of i, is rapid even in the presence of noise, which was intentionally added
to the simulated output y(t).
However, the parameters in the model given in Figure 5-1 are time invariant,
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Figure 5-1: Simulation of the recursive least squares algorithm for a system with
constant coefficients. y = 1.541 + 2.2)2 + 3.0X3 + noise
which is not the case for stencil printing. Paste properties vary due to shear thinning
and solvent evaporation. Standard recursive methods are not sufficient for tracking
parameters which vary with time because the entire time history of data is reflected
in the covariance matrix. Windowing techniques for evaluating the most recent data
should be used for the case of time varying systems. An exponentially weighted
algorithm can be used and is the subject of the following section.
Exponential Forgetting and Covariance Resetting
The recursive computation described above assumes that the parameters are time
invariant which may lead an erroneous solution for the unknown parameters, as shown
in Figure 5-2. The estimates which are not tracking the varying parameters are those
obtained by the standard recursive technique in section 5.2.1, while superior tracking
is accomplished by exponentially forgetting old data. Ezponential forgetting slightly
modifies the standard recursive algorithm, such that old data is discarded and the
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Figure 5-2: Comparison of the estimation algorithm with exponential forgetting A =
0.7 and A = 1.0 (no forgetting).
most recent information is used to identify the system parameters. A new error
function is defined by,
V(e,t) = E At'ie(i)2 (5.15)
i=1
where A is a forgetting factor and 0 < A < 1. The equations which minimize this
error function is,
(t) = i(t - 1) + K(t) (y(t) - OT(t)O(t - 1)) (5.16)
K(t) = P(t)B(t) = P(t- 1)4(t) (AI + kT P(t - 1)+(t)) (5.17)
(I -K(t)T(t)) P(t- 1)P(t) (5.18)
A
As previously mentioned, better estimation performance is accomplished using expo-
nential forgetting in the presence of time varying parameters as shown in Figure 5-2.
However, this technique also has limitations. Specifically, the forgetting factor A is a
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constant, but should rather depend on the rate of change of plant behavior. On one
hand, when there is no source of fluctuation, A should approach unity, in which case
forgetting collapses to the standard recursive least squares algorithm. On the other
hand, rapid shifts should use a forgetting factor with small values. Obsolete infor-
mation should be discarded as quickly as possible, but the estimation method must
maintain some memory to achieve reasonable tracking. Since the viscosity breakdown
of solder paste is characterized by a long time constant relative to the sampling time
of the printer, exponential forgetting is an appropriate choice for on-line monitoring
of the printing operation.
When there is an abrupt change in system characteristics, the exponentially
weighted forgetting factor is still useful, although it is best suited to compensate
for slow drifts. A discrete event indicates a large uncertainty in parameter values.
This sudden uncertainty should be reflected in the covariance matrix by resetting
the covariance matrix to a new initial state. Simulation of the exponential forget-
ting algorithm and the combination of forgetting and covariance resetting is shown
in Figure 5-3.
5.3 Results During Printing
The recursive least squares algorithm with exponential forgetting was implemented for
estimation of the unknown parameters for both the linear model of Equation 5.1 and
the nonlinear model, Equation 5.2, using data collected during the printing operation.
5.3.1 Estimation for the Linear Model
The results of the estimation algorithm for three different pastes are as shown in
Figures 5-4 through 5-6, using the linear system described by Equation 5.1. The
data shown was acquired during the printing cycles of twenty PCB's. Single direction
printing was used in all tests over the linear region for squeegee speeds between 5 and
10 cm/s. From these graphs, it is clear that the estimates track the shear thinning
behavior for the duration of experiments.
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Figure 5-3: In the presence of a discrete change to the system, covariance resetting in
combination with exponential forgetting converged faster than by forgetting alone.
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Figure 5-4: Parameter estimates for b for three solder pastes.
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Figure 5-6: Parameter estimates for b3 for three solder pastes.
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Since the current printing machine was not equipped with downward force or
squeegee velocity actuators, the persistent excitation condition was satisfied by man-
ually adjusting V,,q and Fy during the print cycles. When implemented on a printing
machine with actuation capabilities, convergence will occur within the first few cen-
timeters of squeegee travel. Rapid convergence is important for this technique to be
applied to the printing process on-line. To satisfy this requirement, the excitation
and estimation routine can be conducted over a region in front of and beyond the
print pattern. In doing so, the actual depositions will not be disturbed by varying
machine conditions during the printing operation.
5.3.2 Nonlinear Model Estimation
The results obtained for the linear model were able to detect the time dependent be-
havior of the paste. Long term shear thinning was observed and pronounced changes
in fluid behavior were recorded as a function of print direction. These results are use-
ful, but it should be emphasized that they are only meaningful if the estimates of the
coefficients are obtained within a linear region. That is, for results to be consistent,
the condition of persistent excitation must be satisfied over a limited linear region
of the F., V,q curve. Because this curve can be approximated as piecewise linear,
different values for b and b2 will be estimated depending on the operating region of
the squeegee, as demonstrated in Figure 5-7.
Qualitatively, as the squeegee speed increases, the slope of the approximated line
will decrease and the intercept will increase. Mathematically, the slope of the curve
can be calculated by differentiating the power law expression given in Equation 2.3.
Neglecting friction, the following relationship is obtained for the slope,
-= bbV2)sq (5.19)dVsq
By direct substitution of Equation 5.19 for bl in the linear model, Equation 5.1, a
relationship among the linear model's slope, intercept, and power law coefficients can
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Figure 5-7: Piecewise linear approximation of the Vsq, F, curve.
be derived. This expression is given by,
= b (1 - b) b b' (5.20)
Recall that b = n, the exponent for the power law, and in this case is always less
than 1. Similarly, b = k for the power law. The curve fit shown in Figure 4-4 for
a -325+500 paste was calculated having k = 1.86 and n = 0.27. Substituting these
into Equation 5.20, it is clear that the linear model slope bl varies as the inverse of
b3. Notice that for n = 0.5, b and b3 will be inversely proportional. This dependence
of the parameters was observed when the squeegee speed was varied over too broad a
range, hence including regions with more pronounced nonlinear behavior. Real time
estimation data detailing the bl, b3 dependence is shown in Figure 5-8.
The dependence of the slope and intercept terms was an important observation.
In an on-line setting, the exact shape of the curve relating F and Vq for any paste
is not known a priori; hence, the allowable range of squeegee speeds over which the
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Figure 5-8: b varies approximately as the inverse of b3 for a power law exponent of
n = 0.27.
linear model is valid is unknown. The limited range over which the system can be
excited is uncertain, and changes observed in the model parameters may strictly be
due to system nonlineararites. For this reason, estimates of the parameters involved
in the nonlinear model, b, may prove more valuable for characterizing the fluid be-
havior. The linear model is restricted to local phenomenon, while the parameters of
the nonlinear model contain more global information.
Estimates of the power law coefficients for different solder pastes using the nonlin-
ear model of Equation 5.2 are shown in Figures 5-9 through 5-10. The corresponding
power law curves for the estimated b of the -325+500 paste are shown in Figure 5-11.
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Figure 5-10: Estimates of the n terms, b.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The development of ultra fine pitch surface mount devices has prompted many re-
searchers in the electronic packaging industry to focus their attention to the appli-
cation of solder paste onto printed circuit boards. Despite these efforts, however,
there has remained a significant mismatch between the theoretical models of the fluid
mechanics and the application of these models for process improvement. Presumably,
a model should be used for process improvement and control, in which case, paste
properties must be monitored on-line. Explicit relationships involving the properties'
dependence on temperature, humidity, work, and time do not need to be derived if
the relevant properties can be estimated directly from in-situ measurements. On-line
material estimation was the primary goal of this research.
The control of hydrodynamic pressure is critical if deposits of uniform height
are to be produced. To satisfy this requirement, attention was directed toward the
modeling of solder paste motion by squeegee action. Beginning with Navier-Stokes
equations for viscous, low Reynolds number flow, equations for the hydrodynamic
forces acting on the face of the squeegee were derived, using the streamline solution
by [10]. By balancing forces acting on the squeegee, a linear model was developed in
which measurable quantities and actuated signals were linearly related by parameters
which characterized paste viscosity and the stencil/squeegee interface. The conse-
quence of this linear involvement was that recursive least squares algorithms could
be implemented to estimate the model parameters in real time.
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The Newtonian assumption was tested using data acquired from the printing ma-
chine, and found that over a limited working range of squeegee speeds, the F,, Vq
behavior was linear. This indicated that for small ranges of squeegee speeds, the
dominant fluid shear rates were linearly related to the stresses. Furthermore, an
empirically derived power law model was used to describe the nonlinearities, hence
characterizing the fluid behavior over a broad working range. Through algebraic ma-
nipulation, the power law model was recast into a linear form so that recursive least
squares techniques could be applied.
Experimental estimation data were presented for both the linear and nonlinear
models. While the linear model may provide useful results for local phenomena, the
parameters involved in the nonlinear model characterize global behavior of the paste.
At this point, it is unclear which model provides the most useful data, since no
research has yet been conducted relating measurements of actual paste deposits to
machine settings, force measurements, and parameter estimates. We may speculate
that the nonlinear model provides more useful results since it characterizes global
fluid behavior. The flow into the stencil apertures will undoubtedly undergo differ-
ent rates of shear than the flow during rolling motion. Since this will be the case,
the parameter estimates of the linear model may not provide sufficient information
regarding aperture flow. Correlation of parameter estimates, machine settings, and
force measurements to paste height data is the subject of current research. Once
a model is developed for the flow into the stencil apertures, data can be used from
both post process inspection and in-situ measurements for dynamic control of the
process parameters. Issues pertaining to the development of closed loop control algo-
rithms utilizing both continuous feedback through in-process sensors and information
acquired from discrete inspection events are currently being addressed.
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